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1 Introduction.

In this paper we introduce the module algebra of [.BHK86a], in a slightly
generalised version. The generalisation is obtained by not specifying the
algebra of signatures in detail but rather describing in an axiomatic way
its most important features only. In this way module algebra is turned
into an algebraic specification, with a three sorted parameter. The sorts
of the parameter are: SIG (signatures), ATREN (atomic renamings) and
ATSPEC (atomic specifications).

This level of generality allows us to classify more and quite
different structures as models of module algebra. In particular we
describe the concept of a relational specification for a relational
structure and we describe the semantics of structured relational
specifications by means of (generalised) module algebra.

In section 5 we construct a model of this axiom system using
biinterpretations. This construction follows as closely as possible the
construction for b! interpretation models for BMA[.fol] that was given in
[BHK 86b].

Module algebra being a meta-theory of modularised
specifications rather than an optimised an user friendly syntax we feel
not obliged to use the format of module algebra in presenting the
specifications BMA[Sig-Atspec] and BMA[rsig-ru] below. This specification
will be presented in an ad hoc syntax that introduces minimal overhead.

2. signatures and atomic specifications

Sig-Atspec is a module that captures all operations on signatures, atomic
renam.ings and atomic specifications that matter fo.r us here.

module: Sig-Atspec

sorts: SIG signatures
ATREN atomic renamings
ATSPEC atomic
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functions:

v a r i ab1 es:

-abbrewiatton:

4: SIG
+: SIG x SIG -+ SIG
n: SIG x SIG SIG

I: A SPE `SIG

inv2: ATREN "SIG
2: 'ATREEN - 'SI

ATREN x ATSPEC --3 ATSPEC

E- AT 5 P`E'C

r E`°ATREN
x, j,z'ESIG

x+(y+z)=(X+g)+`z
X+y=y+x

x+r.y
x)n (r y)

1(r ,--x) = r' . I(x7

r (x n y

2(r) n 7-(x) c inv:E(r) -a

2(r-

specifications
empty signature
`union
intersection
signature-of,
signature-of
invariant part of
ys ignaturze-of
appp`lication of
renaming, ;

application of
renaming

requirement: For each x', y, z E SIGj witty x c _ and x c z, thereAn E
w and a sequence r I, ..., rn E ATREN such that

(1) for i E {1, .. n} 1(r1) n x c inv2(ri), and

(ii)(r1 ....... .rn y) n z = x

comments: Signatures will usually be structured families of

-

-

: ATREN x SIG -+ SIG

x c y =_ 3z E SIG (x + z = y)

axioms:

x+x=x
r

rr x=x

x

y
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end of:

names in which a single name can occuur in several
roles. Atomic renamings permute two names that occur
with the same role. therefore we require that r is its
own inverse.

Sig-Atspec

3. Axioms of basic module algebra

Next we present the axioms of basic module algebra using an import of the
previously described module Sig-Atspec. The various operators involved
have been explained and motivated at length in [BHK86a, b].

module:

parameter:

sort:

constants:

functions:

variables:

BMA[Sig-Atspec]

Sig-Atspec

M

<.>: Atspec M

2: M - SIG

T:SIG(N) - M

:ATRENxM- M
+:MxM -iM
:SIGxM- M

r E ATREN
x, x',g E SIG
X, Y, Z E M

this sort will contain modules, or
rather modular specifications
converts an atomic specification
into a module
determines the exported,
(external, visible) signature.
natural injection of signatures
into modules.
application of atomic renamings
combination (union)
export

axioms: 2(<W _ 2W Sl
M(x)) = x S2
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I(X + Y) 2 (X) +LL 2(Y)

i(xo Y) = x r 2,(Y),
,2(.r- X) r_ E(X,)

r <o
r
r

I(r)nI(X) c inv:E(r) -+ r X = X

X+yY=Y+=X
(X +Y) +,z = -X +'-(,Y + Z)
T(x + y) = T(x) + T(y)
X = T(2(X)) + X

x . (x n y) o z
x (T(y) Z)= T(x n y) + x Z

x D,7- (Y) n 2(Z) - x - o (Y;± Z) - (x Y) + (x Z).-

S3

S4

S5

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5=

R6

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

E1

E2

E3

E4_

end of: BMA[Sig-Atspec]

comments: The.bunch of axioms that has been presented in the modules
Sig-Atspec and BMA[S.ig-Atspec] above needs several comments.

(i,) The algebra of signatures, SIG over a given infinite set of
names, together with the sort Ax[fol] of first order, axioms that was
introduced in [BHK86a] and described slightly- differently in [BHK86a, b]
constitutes a model of Sig-Atspec. The present description is more
general in the sense that it does not require anything about the-, notion of a
signature except the existence of some operations with reasonably
plausible axioms.

(ii) The requirement in the specification of Sig-Atspec is not at
all first order because it contains a quantifier over w. Further it. contains
an unbounded number of existential quantifiers. We have no formal

=

+
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semantics for this, other than the (obvious) statement that each
realisation of the specification should satisfy,this requirement. At- an
informal level this is perfectly clear. Moreover, we are not yet interested
in all models of Sig-Atspec or_BMA[Sig-Atspec] but rather in a few
interesting ones.

(iii) We have not investigated the formal properties of
BMA[Sig-Atspec]. For instance it would be interesting to know whether
every model lof Sig-Atspec can be extended to a model of
BMA[Sig-Atspec]. Also it is not clear to what extent a normal form
theorem can be shown for arbitrary models of BMA[Sig-Atspec].

4 Relational specifications

In this section we will introduce relational specifications, a mechanism
very closely related to PROLOG and for which no novelty is claimed here
at ail. Relational specifications constitute a counterpart to algebraic
spoecif ications in' the following sense.

Algebraic specifications using equational logic are about many
sorted algebras' with total 'functions. The various sorts of such a many
sorted algebra are thought to be disjoint, thus avoiding subsorts and
greatly simplifying the problems involved in type checking and type,
inference in this case. The many sorted algebras provide a rudimentary
but very effective typing mechanism, and the fact that all functions are
total implies that in no way there is some additional type 'undefined'
which might cause severe complications for a ,type checking mechanism
and might even make type checking depending on the axioms (equations).

Relational specifications are at the-opposite end of the
spectrum. All objects are contained in an implicit supertype. On the type
there are several partial constructors, and moreover, there are a
family of relations. These relations also play the role of types and in
this setting types need not to be disjoint. There are axioms that specify
when the constructors are defined and when the relations are true. These
axioms have the form of conditional rules and resemble very much a
PROLOG prograrrij be it that the constructors are partial. Semantically a
relational specification defines -a class of relational algebras with
partial operations. This class also has-an initial element.



We will now first formally describe what a signature is form
relational specification, then `we describe the syntax and semantics of
relational specifications with special emphasis on initial algebra
semantics. (In the next section we wi:1I extend, the specification
mechanism with modularisation and hiding by means, of module algebra.)

4. 1. Signatures

The signature of a flat relational specificaton'consists of a finite set
CONS of pairs (a, n) of a constructor name a and an arity n E w, together
with a finite set REL of pairs n) of a relation name b and an arity n E w.
It is assumed that constructor names and relation names are different.
Constructors with arity 0 are called constants, relations with arity 0 are
also called propositions, and relations with arity 1 are also called types.
Implicit in such a signature is the universal type U.

Let 2 = (CONS, RED signature. Expressions over
this signature are made as follows There are object_ expressions and
relational expressions. Constants and`variabl_es are object expressions,
and if t , .. tk are object"expressions ana, is aP constructo-r name that

oc.c..urs.i-n CONS with arity k then a(t,1, )tk) is, an object expression.

Similarly propositions are relational -expressions and given object
expressions t 1 , .:. ,tk and a relation name b that occurs in REL with arity k,

also b(t
1

, ... tk) is a relational expression.

A relational structure (1. of signature . is a-s;et AOL equipped

with for; each constructor name.a°with arity k a partial k-ary function
and for each, k-ary relation nam-& b a.k-ary relation b .

4. 2 Rules and'specifications

A rule-1s a construct-of the following form Tn Tn+ 1.°

Here the Ti are either object expressions, or relational e:xp*ressions.

Satisfaction of these rules in a relational structure is defined as follows.
Let VAR be the collection of variables, and -1. t,O --be a- given-re1.ational-.
structure with domain A. Then a valuation is, a mapping a: VAR - A-U (*},

,

...

::

a.,
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and inductively we define (Ob,a k T), `trhe.value of T in Rj, under c() for
object expressions T. (O1,o( k.T) is either an,.elernent of A u-(* which
stands for -undefined;. We view the constructors of OL as total on

A u.(,R*) in a natural way by in -case-of undefined-,and-
whenever any of the arguments is undefined.

(OL,a k x) = a(x) for x E VAR
(Ot,o k a(x

1 ,
.....xk)) = a1 (a(x

1

), ... ,C((xk)), for a k-ary,

constructor name a E CONS.
GL, c( k a(T 1

,
... Tk)),

(Ol,a[x
1

/(Ot,a k-TI ), ... , xk/(DL,cx -k-Tk)] k a(x 1

For a k-ary constructor symbol aJn -CONS.
In addition and slightly unusually we also define for object
expressions T:

Ot,akT ifGL,,cx T) E A
Ot,o(V T if (OL,a k T) _

For relational expressions NT 1, ... , TO, we have simply

Ot,oc k
1

, ..... , TO iff all values ai = (Ot,c( k Ti) E A (for 1 i <_k)

and b0t(a 1, ... ,ak).

For a rule T 1 & .... & Tn Tn+
1

the satisfaction definitions are:

OL,akT1 &....&Tn4Tn+1
Ot,oc k T 1 & ... & Ot,a k Tn -+ Ot,a k T

n +
1

OL k T 1 & .... & Tn -+ Tn+ 1 4* for all valuations a

Ot,akTi &...&Tn- Tn+1.

A (flat) relational specification is a pair (2, R) where I is a signature
and R is a finite set of rules over 2.

4. 3. Initial relational algebras

Consider a relational specification (2,R). Let us assume that 2 includes at
least one constant. Now there is an initial relational algebra TI(2, R) for

(E,R). The domain of this initial algebra consists of all closed object

, ... , xk)

*

e
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expressions, T that exist in alli-relationa-l structures A with O! k R and a
closed relational "ex`pression Tis true in Ol if it is tr ne'i.na all relational
structures Ot *ith 'O1 R. This= initial algebra has a ,recursivel°y
enumerable domain and=the,.=interpretation °of the relations are recursively
enumerable predicates as well.

In these examples we will use some notational conventions that must be
explained here.. Types and relations of arity 2 and more are decared
separately. For relations the arity is explicitly given, just as for
constructors: No disti-c"tio-n between constants and other constructors is
made. It is ensured that no name occurs both as a constructor name and as
a relation name. Further we allow conjunctions in the conclusions of rules
as an abbreviation for a list of rules with th'e`same conditions.

4. 5. Examples
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4. 5. 1. A stack of integers

constructors: 0/0,0/0, suc/ 1 push/2, pop/ 1, top/1
types: NAT, Stack
relations: eq/2
rules: 0

-0
NAT(O)

NAT(x) - NAT(suc(x))
Stack(y)

S'tack(x) & N,AT(y) - Stack(push(y, x))
push(x, y) NAT(top(push(x, y-))
push(x; y) - Stack(pop(push(x, y))
NAT(x) & NAT(y) eq(suc(x), suc(y))
-NAT'(x) & NAT(x') & Stack(y) & Stack(y') & eq(x, x') &

eq(y, y') eq(push(x, y), push(x', y'))
X -4 eq(x, x)
eq(x,y) - eq(y, x)
eq(x, y) & eq(y, z) -4 eq(x, z)
eq(x, pushy, z)) - eq(y, top(x)) & eq(z, pop(x))

4. 5. 2. Numerical .expressions

constructors: 0/0, suc/ 1, +/2, /2, pred/2
types: NUM, NUMEX

relations: plus/3, mutt/3, eval/2, lengthex/2,
length/2, diff/2

rules: NUM(0)
N'UM(x): NU-M(suc(x))
NUM(x) , NUIMEX(x-)
NUMEX(x) & NUMEX(y) NUMEX(x '+ y) & NUMEX(x - y)
NUMEX(x) & eval(x,y) & diff(0-, y) -- NUMEX(pred(x))
NUM(x) `plus(x, 0, x)
NUM(x) & NUM(y) & pl'us(x, y, z) - plus(x, suc(y), suc(z))
NUM(x) mult(x 0, 0)
NUM(x) & NUM(y) & mult(x, y, 2) & plus(x, z, u) -

-

-

->

-
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eval(x, y) - eval(suc(x), suc(y.))
NUMEX(x) & NUMEX(y) & eval(y., x') & eval(y, y') &

& plus(x', y', z) -, eval(x + y, z)
NUMEX(x) &: NUMEX(y)_ & eval(x, x') & eval(y, y') &

& muz) - eval(x', y', z)
NUMEX(x) & NUM(y-) ;& eva.l_(.x, suc(y)) - eval(pred(x), y)

lengthex(Q.zsuc(0 ))
NUMEX(x) length(x, x') & NU.M(.y) & lengthex(y, y') -

-+- lengthex(x + y, suc(x' + y')
,& leng:thex:.(;x y, suc(x' + y')

eval(0, 0)

mult(x, suc(y), u)
NUM(x) - diff(0, suc(x))--diff(x,

y) - diff(suc(x),, s,u_c(y))

& lengthex(suc(x), suc(x'))
NUMEX(pred(x)) & lengthe.x(x, y)

-_len_gt,hex(pred(x), suc(y))
NUMEX(x)..& length(x, y)_& eval(y, z) - length(x, z)

Comment: the relations plus, mult, eval, lengthex and length are graphs of
partial functions, lengthex first produces an expression that denotes the
length of its argument. This expression is thereafter evaluated to a
numeral in order to obtain the graph of 'length', which computes the actual
length of an expression.

4. 6. rsig-ru, a model of Sig-Atspec..

Starting with two countably infinite collections of names CN (constructor
names) and RN (relation names), we obtain a model (rsig-ru) of the axioms
of Sig-Atspec as follows:

SIG: signatures as in 4. 2, with the understanding the
constructor names must be taken from CN and that
relation names must betaken from RN. Union and
intersection are taken componentwise.
Pairs of CN-names with corresponding arities plus
pairs of RN-names with corresponding arities.

suc(x))
diff(x,

&

-

ATREN:
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Application of an atomic renaming on a signature
consists of" permuting' both names' in the pair in the
signature declaration.

ATSPEC: This sort consists of all rules p. 2(p) determines the
signature over which rule p can be written.

Application of an atomic renaming (a, b)/k' interchanges
the wand bwhenever these occur in 2 witharity
k. Two rules are identified it they can be transformed
into onean'othe-rby means of renaming of variables (of
course properliy done in such'a,way that no name clash
is introduced). In this simple situation inv2(p) is just
gy(p).

Definition 4. 6. 1. With CME[ru] we denote the closed' (module)
expressions of sort M that can be written in the language of BMA[rsig-ru].

4. 7. BMA[rsig-ru] = BMA[Sig-Atspec] (Sig-Atspec := rsig-ru)

Of course we can pass the actual algebra rsig-ru for the parameter
Sig-Atspec in 'BMA[Sig-Atsp-ecf. "It has to be verified that rsig-ru satisfies

the'. requirements but that is no'problem It`'is'of course not quite evident
what the semantics of this parameter actu'al)sation is. Rather than
.passi.ng`the algebra we pass the'equati'onal theory Of its diagram. Thus we
add so many constants as is necessary to make °rsig=ru a minimal algebra
and then we add all closed identities over the extended signature. In this
way BMA[rsig-ru] becomes a specifi"caytion that still can be provided with
various models ratherthan some specific model In 5 we will
provide a'model- for BMA[rsig=ru].

4. 8. lnterpretatlon of If irstorder logic,

If we want understand the relational specifications from the point of
view of first order logic, 4ddto each signature a unary relation
U (the universal type) and a unaryare`lation E (the existence predicate, or,

LL

the type of exilsting-objects). For Ethere are these axioms:
E(f(t 1 , ... E(T 1) & .... & E(TO, for all k e b and

the
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constructors, f with ari.tyy k,. Translating a relational specification into
this framework amounts to firsa.of all, adding these axioms and extending
the signature as indicated, and.second_.ly replacing ,in all rules object
expressions T by relational expressions E(T) thus obtaining a usual
Horn-clause (which is just a first order" formula). So in a standard way
relational, specifications ca,n,.b_e transformed to first order
specifications, and in this way, for instance. we can define without
difficulty the first order theory of arelationalspecification, its class of
models, its closed theory etc. An example of extensive use of the
existence predicate-E_ can be found in: the many-sorted partial logic (MPL)
of [JKR86]. ,

In the sequel we will assume that the sort ATSPEC contains
universal closures of these first order translations of the rules rather
than the, rules themselves.

5: A model for BMA[rsig-ru]

5. 1. MO(ru), a domain of module objects

The model decribed,in.this,s"ect.ion,isof course based on the model
rsig-ruof Sig-Atspec that was described. above in 4, 5. Just as in [BHK86b]
we w i l l construct model .for BMA[rs,g ru], by means af,
biin,terpret,ations. We need som.e.a.uxili.ary notions first. A closed module
object is a triple, X) with 2 and t .signatures, such that, c F, and X
a finite set of rules over F, T,he,intuition-beh.ind.this-no-tion is- as follows.
A module object (2, f', X) describes p.relational specification of 2
structures (or theories) which -has visible signature 2, which is a
subsignature of its internal signature F, over which the rules.,,in,X. are-
written. F-2 contains the hidden relations and constructors of this
specification. As the only role of the module is to contain information
about 2 structures it is evident from the intuition that a bijective
renaming of hidden constructors.and. relations together with a-
correspondin.grenami,ng of the rules .heads to ane.quivalent:modu.le._

MO[ru] is. the class of closed module objects in the above sense.
The operations <.> 7,--, , and + can be .interpreted on MO[ru],, -Where :+
turns out to be a partial.mapping-:.initially..

a

(2, F, 2
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<4>° _ (2(- ),,;24;), W),

2: 2(2,r,X)_7-
T: TM = (2, 2, 0)

r - ,......fin) = {r - 1 ,....., r fin)

: AD(2,r,x)(Ani,r,x)
+ : (2 1 , F 1 , X 12 , E2,,, X2) _ (21' ± 22, rv1 + F2,.X

provided that F I n r2 = 21 n 72.

The operator II defines the internal signature of a module object as
follows. 7I(7, F, X) = F. So the condition, for being defined, can be read

as follows, with P; Q ranging over MO[ru]:
7I(P).n 21(Q) = 2(P) n Y(Q):

Next We introduce an equivalence relation on MO[ru] with the
following properties:

(i) for each pair A, B E M 0[ru] there are A` A and B' B such
that A'°+ B is defined,
(ii) intuitively A z A' implies that A and A' are equivalent
module descr-ipions,
(iii) if A - A' then

-7(A)=7(A')
_r.Ar:A'

{iv) if A + B is defined and A' +-B' is defined (With A = A' and B
B') then A+B=A'

The relation that satisfies these properties is found very simply indeed
as follows: let'A (1, 1", X) and B f X') then A A' if I _ Y and
there is a bi jective signature"morphism : f --, F' such that:

(i) is the identity mapping on,
(ii) W) X' (the effect of =a bijective signature morphism
extends in an unproblematic way to sets of rules).

Working on congruence classes modulo the operation + becomes a total
one and we obtain a structure for the signature of BMA[rsig,-rul. We will
denote this structure with MO(ru_). (So ignoring the fact that + is partial

<.>:

( 1

+X2)

+

-

-r - Azr - A'

+ B'.

-z

= = (Y, ', 2

=

-
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on MO[ru] we may say that MO(ru) = MO(ru]/~). MO(ru) is a model of the
basic modularisation operators,:foralge-braic specifications.

Proposition 5. 1. 1. Let P = (2, E, n})'E' MO(ru), then [P] is the

interpretation of cme(P) _ 2 (T(E) + <
1

> + ... + E CME[ru].

PROOF. Immediate.

5. 2. The syntactic bi'interpretati:on model, MOsb(ru)

Departing from the structure MO(ru) that was'-outlined above we will
describe the syntactic. bii.nterpretati-on structure.' MOsb,(ru). This

structure is obtained as a quotient after defining a congruence o"n.MO(ru),
which in turn is generated by a notion of equivalence o'h module objects
that extends the notion of isomorphism which was.,useo in section 3 to
obtain MO(ru).

Definition 5.2. 1 Let 1
1

and 2 be signatures, ,a morphism_ from 2
1

to

22 is an arity preserving mapping f -that -.maps relation names of 11 into

relation names of 22 and constructor names of l'l 'into constructor names
of 22. Morphisms can be total, partial, surjective; injectfve and bijective.

Definition 5. 2. 2. Let two module objects Al = (2, E 1) X and A2 = (2,

r2) X2.) be- given An interpretation f: Al 4 A2 is a : partial morphism from

r 1 to r2 which satisfies the following conditions
(i`) The restriction of f to 2 is the identity mapping. So in

particular 2 c Dom(f). (It is allowed however that f maps elements of r 1

outside 2 on 2.)
(ii) for every rule- in_X_1 the transformed rule is a member

of X2.

Definition 5. ?2. 3. Let A and 'B be two module objects. We say that A and
B are syntactically biinterpretati"oh equivalent 1f the'following three

( 1 , ... ,

)

.
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conditions -are sat-isfi,ed
(i) 7_(A)<= (B),t
(ii) there is an interpretation-_f; A B,

(iii) there is an interpretation g: B -y A.
We write A =s b B in this case.

Notational convention: we say`tha-t (f, 'g) is a syntactic biinterpretation
for the pair (k B').

Proposition '5. 2. 4.-
(m) sb is an equivalence relation on MO[fol],

(ii) M = M' implies M =sbM',

(i`il) =sb induces an equivalence relation .(also, written =sb) on

the equivalence classes of as f`olilowS, [M] =sb[M']ifM sb M',

(iv) =sb is a"congruence on MO(ru).

Proof. All of these proofs are quite, boring and have been omitted from
this text.

Definition 5. 2..,.5..The syntactic biinterpretatio,n model is as follows:
MOsb(ru) = MO(ru)/=sb

Theorem 5. 2. 6. MOsb(ru) is a model of BMA[rsig-ru].

Proof. Boring and omitted, see [BHK 86b] for some details on this
construction in the case of modularised algebraic specifications.

Theorem 5'. 2. 7. In BMA[r'sig-ru] each closed module expression can be
shown equal to an expression in normal form of the following shape:

it h. cFan`d2cr",for1 sisn.
Proof. Just as the proof of of the normal form theorem for BMA[fol] in
[BHK86a].

6. C.onc`lusions The objectives of this paper are twofold, First a
generalisation of module algebra. (as presented in;[BMHK86a],) has been
made by_ allowing a modification of the signatures involved: This

=
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flexibility of the formalism regarding signatures-,is important in view of
the fact that in the context of the ESPRIT project METEOR we hope to apply
module algebra also on the more complex syntax of MPL (many sorted
partial logic) from [JKR86]..-,

Secondly we have presented a modular structure for a simple
subsystem of _logic.programm_ing (see: [L84] for a survey of Logic
programming). Indeed we feel that this subsystem, (which we prefer to
call 'relational specifications' rather than logic programming in order to
avoid the confusion implied by the procedural interpretation Ofrlogic
programming) is, perhaps an important addition to algebraic
specifications. In relational specifications emphasis is on partial
constructors and relations rather that on functions and types as is the
case- inalgebrai-c' specifications.. 'By avoiding ah equality predicate one
need not bother about the exi-stense of four different. interpretations of
the equality 'sign in the context of partial This unpleasant
problem being removed nothing stands in the way of an interpretation of
the partial relations nowplay`the
role of types and again there is no problem concerning subtypes because
types may be related in an arbitrary complex way. Just as in the case of
algebraic specifications relational specifications admit an'init al -

interpretation (the initial relational structure).
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